We study the estimation of time difference of arrival (TDOA) under noisy and reverberant conditions. Conventional TDOA estimation methods such as MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) are not robust to noise and reverberation due to the distortion in the spatial covariance matrix (SCM). To address this issue, this paper proposes a robust SCM estimation method, called weighted SCM (WSCM). In the WSCM estimation, each time-frequency (TF) bin of the input signal is weighted by a TF mask which is 0 for non-speech TF bins and 1 for speech TF bins in ideal case. In practice, the TF mask takes values between 0 and 1 that are predicted by a long short term memory (LSTM) network trained from a large amount of simulated noisy and reverberant data. The use of mask weights significantly reduces the contribution of low SNR TF bins to the SCM estimation, hence improves the robustness of MUSIC. Experimental results on both simulated and real data show that we have significantly improved the robustness of MUSIC by using the weighted SCM.
Introduction
Time difference of arrival (TDOA) estimation of acoustic sources is essential for a wide range of applications such as source localization and tracking [1, 2, 3, 4] , teleconferencing systems [5] , far-field speech recognition [6, 7, 8] . However, the performance of TDOA estimation degrades significantly in very noisy and reverberant environments. The robust TDOA estimation still needs to be studied in such challenging conditions.
Over the last few decades, the generalized cross correlation with phase transform (GCC-PHAT) method was widely used for TDOA estimation [9] . The limitation was that errors were accentuated where the signal power was low. Another popular approach was MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) [10] , which divided the spatial covariance matrix (SCM) to source subspace and noise subspace by the eigenvalue decomposition and then estimated the TDOA by searching the steering vectors orthogonal to the noise subspace. However, the SCMs of time-frequency (TF) bins dominated by noise and reverberation could alter the estimation of the TDOA in low SNR and high reverberant scenarios. To solve this problem, several approaches were proposed by selecting reliable TF bins dominated by directed sound. For example, Guo et al. [4] extracted reliable regions by tracking the envelopes of speech, reverberation and background noise. But the assumption of only one speech source in de-aliasing process limited the usability in real applications. In [11] , a combination of noise-floor tracking, onset detection and coherence test was proposed to robustly identify time-frequency (TF) bins where only one source was dominant. However, some noisy TF bins might be wrongly selected as a result of fixed threshold, especially in very low SNR scenarios.
Inspired by neural network based masking methods for beamforming [12, 13, 14] , we propose the weighted spatial covariance matrix (WSCM) based MUSIC method, named as WSCM-MUSIC, for robust TDOA estimation by selecting speech dominated TF bins through a long short term memory (LSTM) [15] based mask predictor. Specially, the mask predictor is trained using a large amount of simulated noisy and reverberant data to cover as many conditions as possible. The predicted mask is valued from 0 to 1 and indicates the possibility of each TF bin dominated by speech. Then the WSCM is computed for every TF bin enhanced by the estimated mask. In this way, the contributions of the noise and reverberation in the WSCM are heavily attenuated. The MUSIC is applied on the WSCM of each TF bin to obtain a pseudo spectrum. Finally, the TDOA is estimated by finding a peak from the summed pseudo spectrum over all TF bins to overcome the spatial aliasing ambiguity occurring at high frequencies. The experimental results on simulated and real conditions show that the performance of the proposed WSCM-MUSIC method is better than the GCC-PHAT [9] , the learning based system [16] , MUSIC [10] and its variant [11] in low SNR and high reverberant environments.
In Section 2, the signal model and the TDOA estimation problem are formulated. Our proposed WSCM-MUSIC method is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 shows the data simulation, experimental setup and results. We conclude the study in Section 5. where n and f are the indexes of time frame and frequency bin. αm is the attenuation factor due to propagation energy decay and channel effects. τm is the propagation time from the source location to the microphone m. And the TDOAs are τm − τ1, m = 2, . . . , M. S(n, f ) represents the sound source and Hm(n, f ) and Vm(n, f ) denote the reverberation and additive noise at microphone m. Vm(n, f ) may be correlated when the noise is directional, e.g., from an air conditioner or a computer.
As stated in [4] , the phase of |Xm(n, f )| was determined by 2πf τm only if αmS(n, f ) |Hm(n, f )| + |Vm(n, f )|. It means that the estimated TDOA is close to its true value only if the TF bin is dominated by the direct sound. Thus only reliable parts dominated by speech should be extracted for TDOA estimation. In the low SNR and high reverberant case, the selection of reliable region is still a very challenging problem. Furthermore, due to the wide space of microphones, the spatial aliasing ambiguity may occur at high frequencies [17, 18] . Therefore, the robust TDOA estimation still needs further investigation.
WSCM-MUSIC Approach
The proposed WSCM-MUSIC approach, as shown in Fig. 1 , can be summarized as follows. First, the reliable TF bins that carry the TDOA information are extracted. This is realized by implementing a LSTM based mask predictor to estimate the speech mask. Then the WSCM is computed for the eigenvalue decomposition in MUSIC algorithm. Furthermore, the summation is applied to the pseudo spectrum of every TF bin obtained from MUSIC to overcome the spatial aliasing problem at high frequencies. Finally, the TDOAs are estimated from the summed pseudo spectrum by finding peaks.
Mask Predicting
To estimate the WSCM, we firstly estimate a speech mask for each TF bin,
where W1 represents the neural network parameters. The structure of the LSTM based mask predictor is shown in Fig. 1 . In this mask predictor, the log power spectrum and its dynamics (delta and acceleration) are used as input features. The utterance based cepstral mean normalization is applied on the log power spectrum features. The hidden activations of the LSTM layer are mapped to the speech mask through a sigmoid layer. In the sigmoid layer, the sigmoid function is applied on a linear affine transform to ensure the predicted masks between 0 to 1. Unlike previous mask prediction work with pooling operation over multiple channels [14] , we train the mask predictor only using first channel speech data and estimate masks for all channels using the same predictor. In the training stage, since we have the separated clean and noise signals, the ideal binary masks are obtained to guide the training of the network through the cost function of mean square error.
Definition of WSCM
For the multi-channel signals shown in equation (1), the SCM of a TF bin is defined as
where E[·] is the expectation operation, and
is the signals of all M channels in frequency domain. Rs, R h and Rv are corresponding to the speech, reverberation and noise covariance matrixs.
Since Rs contains much spatial information and can not be directly obtained, it's a good way to estimationRs, which is close to the true Rs. Given the speech maskŵ(n, f ) = w(n, f )/ n w(n, f ), the WSCM can be computed aŝ
TDOA estimation
Given the WSCM (Rs(n, f )), we directly do eigenvalue decomposition. Since only one source signal is considered in this paper 1 , the eigenvector (u1) corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is obtained to span the signal subspace as Us(f ) = [u1] at frequency f . And the eigenvectors ([u2, . . . , uM ]) corresponding to other M − 1 eigenvalues are orthogonal to the signal subspace and span the noise subspace as
Since the steering vector (a(θ)) from the true arrival direction also belongs to the signal subspace, the MUSIC algorithm works by constructing an arrival angle dependent power expression named as pseudo spectrum, and then searching for all steering vectors that are orthogonal to the noise subspace. The pseudo spectrum is defined as,
where θ is the arrival angle and a(θ) is the corresponding steering vector. For speech signal, we always use several TF bins, e.g., 256 TF bins for speech sampling rate at 16kHz. For each TF bin, we obtain a pseudo spectrum. The pseudo spectrum of all TF bins are summed together to overcome the spatial aliasing ambiguity occurring at high frequencies. Then the peaks are found from the summed pseudo spectrum, where the steering vectors of the arrival angles are orthogonal to the noise subspace.
In practice, the steering vector of the arrival angle is never exactly orthogonal to the noise subspace, because there is noise and the obtained covariance is estimated on samples. The highest peak is selected as the desired direction of arrival (DOA) and the time delays are calculated from the estimated DOA with the array geometry and the planar wave assumption. 
Data Simulation and Recording
We conduct the experiments of TDOA estimation on simulated and real data. The data is simulated and recorded by a 8-channel circular array with a diameter of 20cm. To create the simulation data, the clean speech signals are convolved with the room impulse responses (RIRs) generated using the image method [19, 20] based on the given circular array geometry. Then the noises from Reverb Challenge 2014 [21] are added. The simulated data varies from different room sizes, source to array distances, reflection rates (resulting in different T60s), and SNR levels.
In the training data simulation, the 7, 861 clean utterances from the WSJCAM0 [22] training set are firstly convolved with various RIRs generated with different settings (as shown in Table 1). Before generating the RIR for an utterance, the room size and source to array distance are randomly decided from the given scenarios in Table 1 . The T60 is also randomly selected from 0.1s to 1.0s with a 0.1s step. We assume that the source keeps static in the whole utterance. Then the randomly selected noises are added to each utterance by the SNR levels randomly chosen from 0dB to 20dB. We run the above simulation for 6 times resulting in 47, 166 training utterances from 360 DOA angles from 0 to 359 degree.
Similar to the training data generation, the 538 clean utterances from WSJCAM0 test set are convolved with the designed 18 scenarios (3 room sizes × 2 distances × 3 SNRs) 2 . For each scenario, the 360 DOA angles from 0 to 359 degree are randomly assigned to 360 test utterances. In the real test data recording, 64 utterances are spoken at 8 different DOA angles from 0 to 359 with a 45 degree step. We record these utterances in 2 room size and 3 source to array distance individually, as stated in Table 1 .
Parameter Settings
Same as in [16] , 588 dimensional GCC features in the learning based method are extracted with a window size of 0.2s and shift of 0.1s, which consist of C 8 2 = 28 pairs × 21 correlation coefficients 3 . We repeat the GCC based classification method for DOA estimation with the same setting in [16] , named as GCC-CLASS in this paper. After obtaining the DOA, we convert it to TDOA based on the array geometry as comparison. To mitigate the mismatch problem, the same strategies of weighting GCC, HEQ [23] and max normalization in [16] are still applied in real test data scenario.
In the proposed WSCM-MUSIC method, the mask predicting network is configured with 771 input features, a LSTM based hidden layer with 1, 024 nodes and 257 output nodes. The STFT length is 512 samples and the frame window size and shift is 25ms and 10ms. The hamming window is applied. In addition, we conduct a TF bin selection scheme using noise-floor tracking, onset detection and coherence test in [11] as comparison. After selecting TF bins, the MUSIC method is applied on the SCM computed from the selected TF bins, named as SSCM-MUSIC in this paper. Furthermore, the classical GCC-PHAT [9] and MUSIC [10] methods are also compared.
Results and Comparison on Simulated Data
We firstly evaluate our proposed WSCM-MUSIC approach in several simulated scenarios and compare it with other methods. The comparative results are shown in Table 2 . We observe that the performances of GCC-PHAT, GCC-CLASS and MUSIC methods are serious affected by high level noise such as low SNR of -10dB. This verified our claim that the classic methods are not robust in challenging environment. In the GCC-CLASS method, the low SNR of -10dB scenario is not simulated in training stage, so the performance is not so good because of mismatch problem. In the SSCM-MUSIC method, the performance has been improved a bit by selecting reliable TF bins through noise floor tracking, onset detection and coherence test. It works well in moderate and high SNR conditions. But the performance is not as good as our proposed WSCM-MUSIC method in most low SNR conditions, because the bin selection in low SNR may be not reliable and some noisy TF bins may be selected.
The performance of the proposed WSCM-MUSIC method is better than others in most conditions, especially in low SNR conditions. Comparing with the MUSIC method, the main con- tribution comes from the improved mask estimation. An example of the predicted mask and the summed pseudo spectrum in very challenging environment is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The proposed WSCM-MUSIC estimates the arrival angle exactly same as true angle (=15), since the highest peak is at there. Although the MUSIC method has a peak at 15, the arrival angle is wrongly estimated as around 140 by finding highest peak in the MUSIC method. The wrong estimation is caused by the noise and reverberation in the estimation of the SCM. Our proposed WSCM-MUSIC solves the problem by filtering the noise and reverberation using predicted mask. 
Results and Comparison on Real Data
To evaluate the performance in real environment, we record some utterances using the setting as shown in Table 1 . The results are summarized in Fig. 4 . We observe that the MU-SIC, SSCM-MUSIC and WSCM-MUSIC methods have almost same performance. The main reason is that there is little noise in the recordings and the spatial covariance estimation is not severely affected by noise. In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed WSCM-MUSIC method in real environment, we add noise to the real recordings to the SNR level of 0dB. Fig. 5 shows that the performances of the SSCM-MUSIC and WSCM-MUSIC are better than MUSIC. The main contribution comes from the reliable TF bin selection that is essential in noisy and reverberant environment. Furthermore, the proposed WSCM-MUSIC is better than the SSCM-MUSIC. It means that the TF bin selection is more reliable using the LSTM based mask predictor than the scheme in [11] . The main reason is that the mask predictor leverages the learning ability of LSTM from a large amount of data covered many challenging conditions. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the WSCM-MUSIC method is proposed for the robust TDOA estimation in very challenging conditions. The problem and solution were presented for the robust TDOA estimation. Several GCC and SCM based systems were also evaluated and compared. Experimental results showed that the proposed WSCM-MUSIC method worked well in very noisy and heavily reverberant environment. The advantage and robustness of the LSTM based mask predictor were verified comparing to the previous proposed TF bin selection method of combining noise-floor track, onset detection and coherence test. Since the LSTM based mask predictor is trained for only one speaker without leveraging TDOA information, the mask predictor for more than one speaker will be considered in the future work. And the TDOA information will be investigated in the training process of the mask predictor.
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